DERBYSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL
ELECTORAL REVIEW
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December 2011

Submission of the Derbyshire County Council Labour Group
The Derbyshire County Council Labour Group (DCCLG) notes that the Commission
is minded to propose a 64 member authority.
However, after considering the relevant statutory criteria and drafting boundaries for
each of the eight district council areas it remains our view that the best electoral
arrangements for Derbyshire would be to increase the number of councillors to 65
and we would request that the Commission adopt this view.
One of the principal causes of this review is the population growth in South
Derbyshire and the need for an additional member in this district to address this
imbalance. However, it is our belief that the Commission’s initial decision to leave the
authority with 64 members and remove a seat from the North East Derbyshire district
area (NED) makes it impossible for the Commission to achieve divisions that secure
equality of representation and also reflect the interests and identities of the
communities and secure effective and convenient local government. The
Commission will have to decide which of the statutory criteria carries most weight in
the NED area and either create divisions that are closer to the county average or
create divisions that reflect the interests and identities of the local communities and
secure effective and efficient local government. It will not be able to satisfy all three
criteria. Our contention is that an eight seat solution creates divisions that so
manifestly fail to reflect the communities they encompass and split so many district
and parish wards in a way that lacks any coherence or credibility that the only
solution is to leave the NED area with 9 divisions and we would commend this option
to the Commission.
In order to assist the Commission we have presented our submission in eight
chapters, one for each district council area. Where we can we have attempted to
keep our submission short and emphasise where we agree with the County Council
proposals submitted by the majority Conservative Group. However, it is our view that
a number of the proposed divisions fail to comply with the statutory criteria and
where that is the case we have given more details.
In addition, in order to support our assertion of the need to retain 9 members in the
NED area we have provided a more comprehensive submission in support of that
proposal.
We note that it is only 10 years since the last review of electoral arrangements in
Derbyshire and that the current divisions have only been in place since 2005. We
believe that those divisions fairly reflect local communities and agree with the
Commission’s contention that boundaries should be long lasting and not break local
ties. With this in mind we have, with the exception of the South Derbyshire area
where the population growth and the recent district council electoral review makes it
impossible, attempted to retain the 2005 divisions as our basic building blocks.
Where changes are necessary to achieve greater electoral equality we have kept
that change to a minimum. We have also endeavoured to keep as many of our
proposed divisions coterminous with district/borough wards as possible although this
has proved difficult in some district areas. We are, however, concerned at the
number of divisions in the County Council proposals that fail to accord with this
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proposition, particularly in the Amber Valley area, and the confusion this causes for
the electorate and its effect on efficient electoral arrangements. It is our contention
that the radical approach adopted by the Majority Group on the County Council, its
cavalier attitude to existing boundaries and its readiness to split wards and parishes,
particularly in the Amber Valley and NED areas, has more to do with electoral
outcomes than with any attempt at compliance with the statutory criteria.
Unlike the County Council submission we have had minimal officer support in
drafting these proposals and in particular we have not had access to maps that we
are able to attach in support of our submission. We hope, however, that we have
been able to present our proposed boundaries in a manner that makes the proposed
divisions and the communities and electorates they encompass sufficiently clearly for
the Commission. However, should further clarification be required we are only too
willing to assist the Commission in its task.
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Amber Valley
With an electorate of 100,773 the Amber Valley District justifies having 10 members.
The boundary review undertaken in 2000 made a number of changes to the divisions within
this district and it is the view of the DCCLG that the divisions created in 2005 fairly reflect the
communities in that area. We share the Commission's view that boundaries should be fixed,
clear and, where possible, long lasting. With that in mind we have endeavoured to leave the
existing divisions largely unchanged, only making minor adjustments to achieve greater
equality of representation whilst still producing boundaries that reflect local communities.
This approach contrasts sharply with the proposals of the majority group as expressed in the
County Council proposal which have used this review as an opportunity to make wholesale
changes to a number of divisions - changes that we believe are more attuned to electoral
outcomes than to community identities and interests and effective local government.
We recognise that at 16% over the 2017 average electorate figure the Ripley division will not
meet the statutory criteria of securing equality of representation and consequently that
division will have to be reduced in size. Our solution to this involves transferring electors to
the Heage division. This also has the effect of bringing the size of that division closer to the
county average but we acknowledge that our proposal involves splitting a borough council
ward.
We also believe that this review provides an opportunity to make minor changes in the
boundary of the Duffield & Belper South division and the Belper division so as to ensure that
both of these divisions have electorates that are within 10% of the county average. Our
proposal for these two divisions also involves splitting a borough council ward and we note
the Commission's preference, where possible, to have borough council wards that are
coterminous with county divisions. We acknowledge, therefore, that given that the Duffield &
Belper South division will only slightly be above 10% by 2017 the merit of our suggestion is
finely balanced, particularly if the Commission accepts our proposal to increase the number
of divisions to 65.
Finally, we note that the Alfreton division will, by 2017, exceed the county average by 10%.
However, this is substantially less than the 13% figure based on the 2011 electorate. In the
absence of any evidence to the contrary we believe that the Commission cannot assume
that the downward variance for this division will be reversed, indeed if anything it must be
assumed that it will continue, and consequently there are no pressing grounds for changing
the boundaries of this division. This is particularly so if the effect of such a change involves
substantial changes to other wards that produces divisions that have less coherence and fail
to reflect the identities and interests of local communities or require borough wards to be
split. Whilst we recognise that our proposal to increase the number of divisions in Derbyshire
to 65 will increase the disparity in this division we note that the County Council proposal also
results in one division of this size.
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Proposal

1.

Alfreton division

We would propose leaving the Alfreton division unaltered. The two borough council
wards that make up this division, Alfreton and Swanwick, have close road and
transport links. The shopping and leisure facilities in Alfreton are used by the residents
of Swanwick with the main council services for both communities being provided from
Alfreton. They do, therefore, share a common interest and by combining whole
parishes/wards this division secures effective and convenient local government.

2.

Somercotes division

We would propose leaving the Somercotes division unaltered. The two borough council
wards that make up this division, Somercotes and Riddings & Ironville have close road
and transport links. Indeed, the community of Somercotes runs neatly into the
community of Riddings and the boundary between the two is indistinguishable. By
combining whole wards and parish areas this division creates clear division boundaries
and produces a division that is coterminous with the borough council wards.

3.

Ripley East and Codnor division

Ripley is one of the largest population centres in the Amber Valley area and is currently
split between two electoral divisions, Ripley and Heage. We would propose that the
boundaries of this division remain unaltered except for one minor change. In order to
secure better equality of representation the DCCLG would propose the transfer of
polling district RYL from the Ripley division to the current Heage division. Whilst this
proposal splits a borough council ward and has an impact on effective and convenient
local government it retains the whole of the Ripley town council area within the same
two divisions and so has no implications on community interests and identity. The new
town council ward created by this proposal would be of a viable size and the Amber
Heights and Lons areas that comprise polling district RYL are distinct housing estates
and so the new boundaries would be clear and identifiable.
The Codnor & Waingroves borough council ward community looks towards Ripley as
the main centre for leisure and shopping. Council facilities, including the local
secondary school, are located in Ripley whilst the A610 provides a main road link
between these communities.
We also propose that the name of this division is changed to Ripley East and Codnor
to better reflect the constituent communities in the division.
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4.

Ripley West and Heage

The current Heage division, if left unaltered will deviate further from the county average
from its current position of -7% to -9% by 2017. In the absence of any evidence to the
contrary the Commission cannot assume that this position will improve, indeed the
relative decline from the county average may continue taking the figure above -10%.

The transfer of polling district RYL from the current Ripley division to this division will
rectify this disparity and bring the new division closer to the county average. Although
not coterminous with the current borough and town council ward boundaries the whole
of this division is within the town council area and, therefore, the constituent parts
share an identity and interest based on part of the same town council area.
We would, however, propose that the name of the division is changed to Ripley West
and Heage to better reflect the constituent communities in the division.

5.

Alport division

The current Alport division is left unaltered by these proposals. Although a large
geographical area this division joins together the rural western communities of the
borough into one division and links them with the town of Belper. With the exception of
the Belper ward, the rest of this division is composed of entire wards and parishes. The
rural nature of much of this division gives it shared interest in rural issues such as
transport and rural isolation. The communities in the south western corner of the
division look toward the town of Belper as their main centre for shopping and leisure
again demonstrating a shared interest. This proposal produces a division that is
coterminous with the constituent borough council wards and has shared
community
interests.

6.

Duffield and Belper South division

The electorate of the current division exceeds the county average by 13% and, despite
a declining electorate, will be 11% higher than the county average by 2017 if the
Commission leaves the County as a 64 member authority and less if our proposal of 65
members is adopted. The Commission may wish to take this opportunity to secure a
greater degree of electoral equality by transferring polling district BST from this division
to the Belper division. Although this results in these divisions ceasing to be
coterminous with the borough council division the area remains within the same town
council area and so there are no implications on the community identity and interest
whilst the warding required to achieve this outcome will create a ward of a viable size.
We accept, however, that the arguments in support of this proposal are finely
balanced.
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7.

Belper division

Belper is one of the largest population centres in Amber Valley and is currently split
between 3 electoral divisions. Any attempt to unite the community of Belper into 2
divisions would require a major reorganisation of all divisions within the district and
would result in less sensible boundaries elsewhere in the borough area. We are not,
therefore, proposing any major change to this division but we do note that the division
is slightly smaller than the county average and therefore we propose the transfer of
polling district BST from the Duffield and Belper division to this division.

8.

Horsley division

We would propose leaving this division unaltered and note that the County Council
proposal endorses this suggestion.

9.

Greater Heanor division

We would propose leaving this division unaltered and note that the County Council
proposal endorses this suggestion.

10.

Heanor Central division

We would propose leaving this division unaltered. It combines whole wards within the
same parish area and so secures effective and convenient local government and
creates a division that reflects the identities and interests of the local community.
Heanor is the largest community in the south eastern area of the district and is too big
to be included within a single division and it is the view of the DCCLG that the current
boundaries provide the best split within this area within the restrictions provided by the
statutory criteria.
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Comments on the County Council proposals
1.

Alfreton and Somercotes division

This division splits the existing Alfreton and Somercotes divisions reconfiguring them
on and east/west axis instead of their current north/south axis.

However, the parishes of Alfreton and Somercotes are distinct communities and are
separated by the A38. The new division would exceed the county average by over
12% in 2017 and requires the warding of the Somercotes ward. This lack of
coterminosity with the parish and borough ward would produce a division that not
only fails to reflect the identity and interest of the community but undermines effective
and convenient local government. Consequently, this division not only fails to secure
equality of representation it also fails to take account of the other two statutory
criteria.

2.

Swanwick and Riddings division

This division is created by splitting the existing Alfreton and Somercotes division.

The communities of Riddings and Ironville have greater affinity with the Somercotes
area than with Swanwick. Road links from Riddings are with Somercotes and the two
communities merge into one. Indeed, it is difficult to identify where the Somercotes
community ends and the Riddings community begins.

3.

Alport and Derwent division

This proposal creates a large geographical division by adding part of the South West
Parishes ward but removing the Wingfield ward and part of the Crich ward. It is,
therefore, yet another proposal that splits an existing borough council ward with the
consequent effect on effective and efficient local government. It is our view that all of
the villages and hamlets that comprise the South West Parishes ward have strong
community links with the community of Duffield and so should remain combined with
that community. Indeed, it is necessary to have to pass through Duffield in order to
transit from these parishes to the northern end of this proposed division unless the
main A6 road is avoided.
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There also seems little logic in linking the Wingfield ward and only part of the Crich
ward with the Ripley West and Ambergate division. Both of these wards share the
same rural interest and identity with much of the rest of the current Alport division
although it is acknowledged that they have less of a shared identity with the Belper
elements of this division. However, their inclusion in the Ripley West and Ambergate
division changes the nature of that division which would otherwise be composed
entirely of one Parish area.

4.

Duffield and South Belper division

This proposal involves the splitting of the South West Parishes ward and creating a
division that ceases to be coterminous with the borough council wards. Whilst we
acknowledge that the current division if left unaltered will, by 2017 unless the
Commission adopt our proposal to increase the number of divisions to 65, exceed
the county average by 11%, and it is the view of the DCCLG that this issue is best
resolved by the transfer of polling district BST to the Belper division. There seems
little community identity in incorporating parishes such as Weston Underwood and
Kedleston, little more Mackworth or Kirk Langley in the proposed Alport and Derwent
division when they have such clear and close community links with the village of
Duffield. The current division looks south towards the City of Derby for many of its
services including leisure, employment and shopping and so shares a common
interest, whereas the northern parishes of the Alport and Derwent division have a
more remote link with Derby.

5.

Belper division

The county council proposals involve leaving this division unaltered. The DCCLG
does not oppose this in principle, we merely suggest that the transfer of polling
district BST from the Duffield and Belper South division as a better means of
resolving the large size of that division if the Commission is of the opinion that the
Duffield and Belper South division needs reducing in size in order to secure greater
electoral equality. Polling district BST is part of Belper town centre and so shares a
common identity and interest with both divisions. It would also create a viable sized
ward.

6.

Ripley West and Ambergate division

This proposal creates a division that exceeds the county average in 2017 by over
10%. It ceases to be based on one town council area and incorporates the borough
ward of Wingfield and part of the Crich ward into the new division. Consequently, this
proposal fails to achieve greater equality of representation, does not secure effective
and efficient local government producing another division that ceases to be
coterminous with borough ward and parish boundaries and does not reflect the
identities and interests of local communities when compared to the division it
proposes to replace.
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7.

Ripley East and Codnor division

This division keeps the rest of the Ripley town council area within one division and its
name supports our proposition that the community of Codnor should be linked with
Ripley. Unlike our proposal, the County Council proposal once again involves
splitting a borough council ward, namely Codnor and Waingroves. More importantly,
the County Council proposal then fails to include the community of Codnor within the
division bearing its name which we find quite perverse. Whilst Codnor is a separate
parish area it looks toward the town of Ripley as its main centre for shopping and
leisure and so shares a common interest and identity with Ripley. Located on the
A610, which is the main Ripley/Nottingham road, Codnor has good road and public
transport links with Ripley . Ripley also acts as the main centre for council services
for the community of Codnor whilst the local primary school mainly feeds into the
Ripley Mill Hill secondary school. We would, therefore, oppose the splitting of yet
another borough council ward on the grounds of the impact it has on effective local
government and the creation of a division that does not include the community after
which the division is named. We also believe the transfer of Codnor to the Heanor
Central division does nothing to secure a division that reflects the identity and
interests of the local community.

8.

Heanor Central division

This proposal splits the Codnor and Waingroves borough council ward. The
community of Codnor looks towards the town of Ripley for shopping and leisure
facilities as well as secondary education. The proposed division, by 2017, will be
10% above the county average and so this proposal too does little to secure equality
of representation, reflect the identities and interests of the local communities or
secure effective and convenient local government by producing another division that
is not coterminous with borough wards.

9.

Greater Heanor division

The county council proposal involves retaining the current boundaries of the Greater
Heanor division and the DCCLG would support this proposal.

10.

Horsley division

The county council proposal involves retaining the current boundaries of this Horsley
division and the DCCLG would support this proposal.
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DCCLG Proposals

Proposed
Division

Proposal

Electorate
2017

Variance
Variance
64 member 65 member
council
council

Alfreton

Alfreton ward & Swanwick
ward
Alport ward, Belper North ward,
Crich ward & Wingfield ward
Belper Central ward & Belper
East ward plus polling district
BST from Belper South ward
Belper South less polling
district BST, Duffield ward &
South West Parishes ward
Langley Mill & Aldercar ward,
Heanor East ward, part Shipley
Park, Horsley & Horsley
Woodhouse ward (polling
districts SHM & SHH)
Heanor & Loscoe ward &
Heanor West ward
Kilburn, Denby & Holbrook
ward & part Shipley Park,
Horsley & Horsley Woodhouse
ward (polling districts SHY,
SHW & SHS)
Ripley ward less polling district
RYL & Codnor & Waingroves
ward
Heage & Ambergate ward,
Ripley & Marehay ward &
polling district RYL from Ripley
ward
Ironville & Riddings ward &
Somercotes ward

10,772

10%

12%

10,154

4%

6%

9,439

-3%

-2%

10,119

4%

5%

10,269

5%

7%

9,174

-6%

5%

10,309

6%

7%

10,124

4%

5%

10,080

4%

5%

9,614

-2%

0%

Alport & Derwent
Belper

Duffield & Belper
South
Greater Heanor

Heanor Central
Horsley

Ripley East &
Codnor
Ripley West &
Heage

Somercotes
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Bolsover District

Bolsover District has a population of 60,192 which justifies it continuing to have 6
elected members. With its current allocation of 6 members in a 64 member council
this gives an average division of 10,032, some 3% over the average. With a 65
member council the average rises to 4.5% above the county average. Whatever the
council size the Bolsover seats will be larger than the county average.
At the moment the divisions are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Barlborough and Clowne
Bolsover NW, Elmton and Whitwell
Bolsover SW and Scarcliffe
Shirebrook and Pleasley
South Normanton East and Tibshelf
Pinxton and South Normanton West

The district is fully parished and community identity is strongly linked to the parishes.
It’s long, thin shape, particularly in the south, limits the options available when
drafting boundaries whilst still complying with the statutory criteria.
The boundary review undertaken in 2000 made a number of changes to the divisions
within the District and it is the view of the Derbyshire County Council Labour Group
that the divisions created in 2005 fairly reflect, as far as possible, the communities in
that area. It is the Commission’s aspiration that boundaries should be fixed, clear
and long-lasting. This facilitates strong representation. With this in mind, the
Derbyshire County Council Labour Group proposals involve the minimum of change
to the current divisional boundaries, and only propose minor adjustments with the
intention of creating greater electoral equality between divisions whilst still producing
boundaries that reflect local communities.
Our proposals differ substantially from those proposed by the County Council in both
the north and the south of the District. The Council proposals involve a radical
redrawing of the boundaries taking little account of existing parish and district wards
or community interests and producing seats that will exceed the County average
electorate by over 10%. Our proposals, however, involve minor adjustments to
facilitate electoral equality whilst still reflecting the functional geographies of these
communities.
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Proposal

1

Barlborough and Clowne (9,157)
It is proposed that the current divisional boundaries are unaltered, with the
exception of the addition of the village of Stanfree (BC1), which would help
increase electoral equality within the Barlborough and Clowne division.
Stanfree is relatively self contained and has close links for services, shops,
etc. to the larger village of Clowne to which it is linked by bus. It is proposed
that this electoral division’s name remain unchanged.

2

Bolsover NW, Elmton and Whitwell (10,614)
In the boundary review undertaken in 2000, the Commission took the decision
to divide the town of Bolsover into two divisions. This created the division of
Bolsover NW, Elmton and Whitwell, whose current population exceeds the
desired variance. In the interests of continuity of identity, radical changes to
this division are not proposed. However the ceding of the community of
Stanfree (BC1) to the Barlborough and Clowne division would help increase
electoral equality between the two divisions. It is proposed that this electoral
division’s name remain unchanged.

3

Bolsover South West and Scarcliffe (10,529)
In the boundary review undertaken in 2000, the Commission took the decision
to divide the town of Bolsover into two divisions. This division is now
accepted by the electorate and further change would lead to a diminution of
representation. In the interests of continuity of identity, radical changes to this
division are not proposed. However small changes to the south of the division
are proposed so that the division encompasses the entire area covered by the
current Parish of Scarcliffe. This would bring polling districts FM1 and FP1
into this division. It is proposed that this electoral division’s name remain
unchanged.

4

Shirebrook and Pleasley (9213)
In order to increase electoral equality it is proposed that this division be
reduced by the removal of the community of Glapwell (ED1). The community
of Glapwell is relatively self-contained and does not have close links with the
community of Shirebrook. It is also proposed that the division cedes a small
area (FM1 and FP1) contained within Scarcliffe Parish Council’s current
boundaries to the Bolsover SW and Scarcliffe division to align with parish
boundaries. It is proposed that this electoral division should continue to be
called Shirebrook and Pleasley to reflect the two major communities.
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5

Tibshelf (currently South Normanton East and Tibshelf) (10,421)
In the boundary review undertaken in 2000, the Commission took the decision
to divide the town of South Normanton into two divisions. This division is now
accepted by the electorate and further change would lead to a diminution of
representation. In the interests of continuity of identity, radical changes to this
division are not proposed with only a small transfer of a part of South
Normanton (HA1b) to the South Normanton and Pinxton division in the
interest of electoral equality (see map). This proposal keeps the parish of
Blackwell intact. It is proposed that this electoral division should be called
Tibshelf.

6

South Normanton and Pinxton (currently Pinxton and South Normanton
West) (10,258)
As stated above, radical changes to this division are not proposed with only a
small transfer of a part of South Normanton from the Tibshelf division in the
interest of electoral equality. This proposal keeps the parish of Pinxton intact.
It is proposed that this division should be called South Normanton and
Pinxton.
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Comments on the County Council Proposals
The County Council proposals pay insufficient regard to community identity in the
south of the district and create one division (Elmton and Whitwell) with an electoral
variance of 11.2%.
1

Barlborough and Clowne
The proposal by DCC is in line with that proposed by the Labour Group and
would help increase electoral equality by incorporating part of the current
Bolsover North West, Elmton and Whitwell division.

2

Proposed “Elmton and Whitwell”
This new proposed division would link communities which have no common
identity. To the north there are the villages of Elmton, Creswell, Whitwell and
Hodthorpe which share transport corridors, bus services and secondary
schools and have links both to Worksop, Clowne and Bolsover.
To the south there is the settlement of Langwith - Whaley Thorns that has no
relation to the northern area, but share transport corridors, bus services and
secondary schools with Mansfield, Shirebrook and Bolsover. This proposal
diminishes community cohesion and produces a division with an 11.2%
electoral variance.

3

Proposed “Bolsover West”
Whilst this proposal has merits in that it would reunite the town of Bolsover
into a single division, it undoes a decision by the Boundary Commission in
2000 to split the town. This division is now accepted and understood by the
electorate and further change would lead to a diminution of representation.
Whilst encompassing more of the area covered by Old Bolsover Town
Council, it effectively splits the Parish of Scarcliffe into two. The proposed
name does not reflect the communities or parishes represented.

4

Proposed “Shirebrook”
The proposed Shirebrook division is identical to that proposed by the Labour
Group. However the proposed name excludes those communities living in the
Pleasley area.

5

Proposed “Hardwick”
The proposed division of “Hardwick” is spatially distorted running from
Glapwell in the north which has links to Chesterfield and Mansfield, to Pinxton
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and South Normanton in the south which are more aligned with Alfreton and
south towards Derby. These proposals also split three parish areas, namely
Pinxton, South Normanton and Blackwell, as well as established communities
such as the settlement of Westhouses which has strong community links to
Blackwell. The proposed name of “Hardwick” is not identifiable with any
existing communities.

7

Proposed “South Normanton and Pinxton”
This proposal splits the parishes of Pinxton, South Normanton and Blackwell.
It breaks the community link between three of the four villages in Blackwell
parish and Tibshelf. It separates the village of Westhouses from the rest of
Blackwell parish. It also divides the parish of Pinxton.

Derbyshire County Council Labour Group Proposals
Proposed
Division

Barlborough
& Clowne

Proposal

Barlborough (AA1,AB1),
Clowne North (CB1), Clowne
South (CC1),Stanfree (BC1)
Bolsover
Elmton (DA1), Shuttlewood
NW, Elmton (BB1), Bolsover NW (BD1,
&Whitwell
BE1), Hodthorpe (DC1),
Whitwell (LA1), Bakestone
Moor (LB1),
Bolsover
Bolsover South
SW and
(BF1)Bolsover West (BJ1,
Scarcliffe
BJ2), Whaley Common
(BH1), Scarcliffe
(FJ1,FM1,FL1,FP1,FB1,FC1,
FD1)
Shirebrook
Pleasley (EC1), New
and Pleasley Houghton (EC2), Shirebrook
(GB1, GC1, GD1, GF1, GJ1)
South
Pinxton (HF1, EA1), South
Normanton
Normanton West (HC10, part
and Pinxton of South Normanton East
(HA1b)
Tibshelf
Ault Hucknall (KC1, KD1,
KF1), Blackwell (AC1, AD1,
AF1, AH1), Glapwell (ED1),
part of South Normanton
East (HA1a), Tibshelf (KA1,
KB1)

Electorate
2017

Variance
64
member
council

Variance
65
member
council

9,157

-6%

-5%

10,614

9%

10%

10,529

8%

9%

9,213

-6%

-4%

10,258

5%

7%

10,421

7%

8%
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Chesterfield area
The Chesterfield Borough Council area has an electorate of 83,406 currently divided
into 9 divisions. The average size of each division in this area is 9,267 electors which
is 5% less than the county average in a 64 member authority and 3.5% below the
county average in a 65 member authority.
This means that the Chesterfield area is over represented but to reduce the number
of divisions in this district by one would mean that it would be substantially under
represented. Based on these figure it is the view of the DCCLG that Chesterfield
should retain 9 divisions. However, a consequence of this is that achieving electoral
equality within the Chesterfield area will be difficult and a number of divisions will be
on the small side, particularly in the south western corner of the borough. Indeed the
more divisions that are closer to the county average the greater the variance in the
remaining divisions.
It is the view of the DCCLG that the detailed review undertaken by the Commission
in 2000 created boundaries that fairly reflects the local interest and identities of the
communities that make up the town. We also share the Commission’s view that
boundaries should be fixed and long lasting. Our starting point, therefore, has, where
ever possible been to retain the boundaries of the existing divisions, keeping change
to a minimum where it is necessary to secure greater electoral equality. A
consequence of this, however, is that it has not proved possible to create new
electoral divisions which are coterminous with borough council wards whilst still
creating divisions that reflect the identities and interests of local communities.
An added problem has been that whilst most of Chesterfield is unparished two areas
do have parish councils. The Brimington parish council area has been conterminous
with the county electoral division but it is the contention of the DCCLG that this
division will be too small in 2017 and so we propose revised boundaries to increase
the size of this division.
The second parish council area is the Staveley area. This is too large to form a
single county division and it is currently split between two divisions. However, this
leaves the Staveley South division as the largest division in Chesterfield and
substantially larger than the county average. The fact that the two parishes are next
to each other in the north eastern corner of the borough also complicates the review
process because it limits the options for change. Our proposals involve splitting the
Staveley Parish area between three divisions and whilst we recognise the effect this
will have on efficient and effective local government we believe that it can be justified
by the minimal impact it will have the identity and interests of the community involved
and by the effect it will have on securing equality of representation.
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Proposals

1. Staveley South division
The boundaries of the current division are coterminous with the borough
council wards of Hollingwood & Inkersall, Middlecroft and Poolsbrook but split
the Lowgates & Woodthorpe ward. However, all of division is within the
Staveley Parish Council area. The 2017 projected electorate suggests that
this division will be 15% larger than the county average with a 64 member
authority, a figure that rises to 17% with a 65 member authority.
We acknowledge that, in the absence of any other compelling factors, this is
not acceptable and propose a revised Staveley South division that transfers
polling district GA1 from the Hollingwood and Inkersall ward to the Brimington
division. The Hollingwood community which would be affected by the
proposals is a distinct community in its own right located to the north of the
A619. As such it is closer to the neighbouring community of Brimington and
whilst this proposal fails to achieve effective and convenient local government
by splitting a ward and parish area it continues to reflect the identities and
interests of the local communities.
Furthermore, by reducing the size of the Staveley South Division to 9,344 it
helps secure greater equality of representation both in this division and the
neighbouring Brimington division.

2. Brimington division
The boundaries of the current Brimington division are coterminous with the
boundaries of the two borough council wards of Brimington North and
Brimington South and the Brimington Parish Council area. However, the 2017
projected electorate suggests that this division will be 18% smaller than the
county average with a 64 member authority and 16.5% smaller with a 65
member authority.
We acknowledge that, in the absence of any other compelling factors, this
degree of divergence from the average is not accepted and, for the reasons
detailed in our proposals for the Staveley South division we propose
transferring polling district GA1 from the Staveley South division into the
Brimington division.
The effect of this would be to secure greater equality of representation by
creating a division that is 1.5% above the county average in a 64 member
authority and 3% above the average in a 65 member authority.
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3. Staveley North and Whittington division
The current division is coterminous with the borough council wards of Barrow
Hill & New Whittington and Old Whittington but includes part of the Lowgates
& Woodthorpe ward. Whilst the majority of the area is unparished the division
does include the Staveley Parish Council ward of Barrow Hill plus part of the
Lowgates and Woodthorpe ward.
It brings together the various communities that form the northern boundary of
the Borough with the North East Derbyshire District Council area and keeps
the Whittington area within the same division
If the Commission were to accept our proposals for a 65 member authority
this would leave the division 3% larger than the county average.

4. Newbold division
The current division is coterminous with the borough council wards of
Brockwell and Moor. It combines densely populated housing estates at the
urban core of the town. However, the projected electorate for 2017 of 8,637 is
substantially below the county average.
We would propose, therefore, the transfer of polling district PA3 from the St
Helens ward within the Spire division into the Newbold division. This polling
district is also a densely populated housing estate and the proposal unites the
housing on either side of Peveril Road and Highfield Lane within a single
division. Consequently, whilst this proposal splits an existing borough council
ward it does retain a division that reflects the identities and interests of the
local communities.
By creating a division of 9,535 electors it also secures equality of
representation.

5. Spire division
The current division is coterminous with the borough council wards of St.
Helens and St. Leonards. The division straddles the town centre and has
been the subject of major housing development in recent years. As such it is
projected to be one of the largest divisions within the Borough Council area by
2017. Our proposals of transferring polling district PA3 from the St. Helens
ward to the Newbold division would have the effect of reducing the size of this
division to close to the county average. Whilst it involves splitting a borough
council ward the proposal still leaves divisions that reflect the identity and
interests of the local communities.
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6. St. Marys division
The current division is coterminous with the borough council wards of Dunston
and Linacre. Uniting the Dunston area of Chesterfield with the Upper Newbold
area joins together communities either side of Newbold Road which share a
common interest. Whilst polling district IA1 has less in common with the rest
of the division the size of the electorate in this western area of Chesterfield is
such that any proposal will involve a compromise on the need to reflect the
identities and interests of local communities when trying to secure equality of
representation. It is the view of the DCCLG that a determining factor when
splitting this community should be creating boundaries that secure effective
and convenient local government and we are, therefore, proposing that this
division remains unaltered and coterminous with the borough council ward
boundaries.
The resulting division will be on the small side, 15% smaller than the county
average in 2017 if the Commission retains a 64 member authority. However,
were the Commission to adopt our proposal and create a 65 member
authority that variance would reduce to 14% below the county average.

7. Ashgate division
The current division is coterminous with the borough council wards of
Loundsley Green and West. This division joins the communities that straddle
the B6150 and the A619 in the south western corner of the borough. They are
amongst the most prosperous communities within the borough council area
and as such share a common interest. The communities of Loundsley Green
and Pennine Way are densely populated housing estates either side of a main
road.
Although this division will be on the small side, 15% smaller than the county
average in 2017 if the Commission retains a 64 member authority. However,
were the Commission to adopt our proposal and create a 65 member
authority that variance would reduce to 13% below the county average.
8. Hipper division
The current division is coterminous with the borough council wards of
Holmebrook and Walton.
The 2017 projected electorate suggest that this division would be 10% smaller
than the county average were the Commission to retain a 64 member
authority. That figure is substantially less than the current variance which
stands at 15% below the county average. This decrease reflects new housing
development within the division. However, were the Commission to adopt our
proposal of creating a 65 member council that variance would fall to 8.5%.
Either way, there is not a pressing need to make substantial change to the
boundaries of this division.
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However, were the Commission to be of the opinion that further progress
should be made to secure greater equality of representation we would
propose the transfer of polling districts OA5 (409 electors) and part of polling
district OA1 (275 electors) from the Rother ward of the Birdholme division to
the Hipper division. As far as polling district OA5 is concerned this would have
the effect of uniting the Hunloke Avenue area within the same division whilst
retaining a clear boundary along Boythorpe Road. As far as the part of OA1
polling district this proposal would unite the Holbeach Drive area and keeps
Whitecotes Lane as a clear boundary between the divisions.
This proposal has the effect of creating two more divisions that cease to be
coterminous with borough council wards. However, with an electorate of 9469
it create divisions that are closer to the county average, 3% below the county
average with a 64 member authority and 1.3% below the average with a 65
member authority. We acknowledge that the merits of this proposal are finally
balanced.

9. Birdholme division
This division is coterminous with the borough council wards of Hasland and
Rother in the south western corner of the Borough Council area. The Hasland
ward combines the community of Hasland together with the area to the east of
the A61 Derby Road. The Rother ward is composed of the densely populated
housing estate to the west of the A61 Derby Road and as such we believe
that there is a shared interests between these two wards that justifies keeping
this division intact.
The projected electorate for 2017 shows this division being 2% above the
county average if the Commission retain a 64 member authority and 3%
above the average if the Commission adopt our proposal an create a 65
member authority. Either way there is no pressing need to change the
boundaries of this division to secure greater equality of representation.
However, we recognise that the Commission may wish equalise the size of
the Hipper division in which case we would propose the transfer of polling
district OA5 and part of polling district OA1 from the Rother ward to the
Hipper division. This would have minimal effect on reflecting the identity and
interests of the communities involved but would impact on the Commissions
attempts to secure effective and convenient local government by splitting a
borough council ward between two divisions. The resulting Birdholme division
would contain 9,226 electors. As such it would be 5% smaller than the county
average with a 64 member authority but only 4% below the county average
with a 65 member authority. Were the whole of polling district OA1 to be
transferred it would create a division that was too small.
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Comments on the County Council proposal

We note that the County Council proposals for the following three divisions
are the same as our own:
1. Staveley South division
2. Brimington division
3. Staveley North and Whittington division
4. Birdholme division
The County Council proposes the transfer of polling district OA5 plus both
parts polling district OA1 (275 electors & 451 electors) into the Hipper. We
have acknowledge that there is a case for transferring polling district OA5 and
part of OA1 (275) in order to secure equality of representation although this
has to be balanced against the effect it will have in securing effective and
convenient local government. However, we would oppose the transfer of part
of polling district OA1 (451 electors) to the Hipper division. This community is
a distinct estate, only accessible from Boythorpe Road, and shares a greater
degree of interest with the remaining communities in the Rother ward. It would
also have the effect of leaving this division 10% smaller than the county
average in a 64 member authority and 9% smaller in a 65 member authority.
The proposals for the following divisions involve significant redrawing of the
existing boundaries, creating divisions that vary substantially from existing
borough council wards without producing divisions that better reflect the
identities and interests of local communities. It is the contention of the DCCLG
that the principal motive behind such major changes to the existing
boundaries is more to do with electoral outcomes than with satisfying the
statutory criteria.
5. Walton and West division
It is almost as if the County Council proposals started with the creation of this
division and then radiated outwards over the rest of the borough and this
proposal has more to do with electoral outcomes than with applying the
statutory criteria. Whilst the division includes the whole of the West ward it
splits the Walton ward so that the division lacks coterminosity with borough
council wards. In terms of securing equality of representation this division
would be 10% smaller than the county average in a 64 member authority and
8% smaller in a 65 member authority.
6. Boythorpe and Brampton division
This division comprises the Holmebrook ward but splits the Walton and
Rother wards and so lacks coterminosity with borough council ward
boundaries. Splitting Walton ward between its two constituent polling districts
fails to reflect the identities and interests of this community which
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is a large private housing estate sitting either side Walton Road and which is
bounded in the south by the borough council boundary. The resultant division
would be 11% smaller than the county average in a 64 member authority and
10% below the average in a 65 member authority.
7. Loundsley Green and Newbold
Whilst this division includes the whole of Loundsley Green borough council
ward it cuts across three other wards, Linacre, Brockwell and St. Helens.
More than any other of the County Council’s proposals this proposal lacks
coterminosity with other electoral boundaries and fails to secure effective and
efficient local government. The member for this ward would, potentially, have
to liaise with 9 borough councillors creating a heavy workload. This proposed
division is a patchwork of areas, cutting across communities and estates. It
also fails to follow the road network within the town with no direct road link
from one end of the division to the other and so fails to reflect the identity and
interests of local communities.
8. St. Mary
Whilst retaining the existing division name this proposal involves a radical
redrawing of current boundaries. It is the view of the DCCLG that the
boundaries created during the last review in 2000 were a fair reflection on the
local communities in this area and we would support the Commission view
that boundaries should be long lasting and not subject to repeated change
without good reason.
9. Spire
This proposal is similar to our own except that it also includes the loss of
polling district PA1
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Proposed
division

Proposal

Electorate
2017

Ashgate

Loundsley Green ward &
West ward
Hasland ward & Rother
ward less polling districts
OA5 (409 electors and
part OA1 (275 electors)
Brimington North ward,
Brimington South ward &
polling district GA1
Hollingwood & Inkersall
ward
Holmebrook ward, Walton
ward and polling districts
OA5 (409 electors) and
part OA1 (275 electors)
Rother ward
Brockwell ward, Moor
ward & polling district
PA3 St Helens ward

Birdholme

Brimington

Hipper

Newbold

St. Mary’s

Dunston ward &
Linacre ward
Spire
St Leonards ward & St
Helens ward less
polling district PA3
Staveley North Barrow Hill & New
& Whittington
Whittington ward, Old
Whittington ward and
part Lowgates &
Woodthorpe ward
Staveley South Middlecroft
&
Poolsbrook
ward, part
Lowgates &
Woodthorpe
Ward and
Hollingwood
& Inkersall
ward less
polling
district GA1

8,300

Variance 64
member
council
-15%

Variance 65
member
council
-13%

9,226

-5%

-4%

9,889

2%

3%

9,469

-3%

-1%

9,535

-2%

-1%

8,241

-15%

-14%

9,590

-2%

-1%

9,812

1%

3%

9,344

-4%

-3%
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Derbyshire Dales District

With a population of 59,733 the Derbyshire Dales area is entitled to 6 members. It is
the view of the DCCLG that three of the existing division, Bakewell, Derwent Valley
and Matlock should be retained with their current boundaries.
However, the current Ashbourne division will exceed the county council average by
14% by 2017 and it is necessary, therefore, to make minor changes in the south of
the district area. Ideally, it would be sensible to join the two Ashbourne district
council wards within the same county division but it is the view of the DCCLG that
this is almost impossible to achieve whilst still complying with the statutory criteria for
the rest of the district area.
The rural nature of the Derbyshire Dales area means that many of the district wards
within it are comprised of small parish council areas many of which have been
brought together for purposes of electoral equality rather than community identity
and affinity and some could easily have been included within their neighbouring
district council ward. This means that whilst splitting wards should be avoided where
possible there is greater scope for doing this in the Derbyshire Dales area without
splitting communities or creating electoral boundaries that are not easily recognised.

1.

Ashbourne division

Ashbourne is by far the largest population centre in the south western corner
of the district area. It acts as the main shopping, leisure and employment
centre for the villages and hamlets that surround it. The local road and public
transport network radiates out from Ashbourne, council services such as
library and social services are administered from there and the main
secondary school for the area is located in the town.
The DCCLG believes that the existing division should, therefore, as far as
possible retain its existing boundaries and that only changes necessary to
achieve greater electoral equality should be made. Consequently, we would
propose the transfer of Hulland ward polling districts LCA,LBI and LKI to the
Wirksworth division. All three polling districts are parish council areas in their
own right and so this proposal will not split communities or create boundaries
that are not easily recognised. Whilst this splitting of a ward reduces the level
of coterminosity of district wards boundaries with county division we believe
that this is preferable to the alternative of transferring the whole of Hulland
ward to the Wirksworth division.
The remaining communities/polling districts in Hulland ward are all parishes in
their own right and have greater affinity with the Ashbourne area than with the
community of Wirksworth. They sit astride the A517 which is the main route
to Ashbourne with no direct road link to Wirksworth other than via country
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lanes. This proposal, therefore, more closely meets the statutory criteria of
producing divisions that reflect the identities and interests of communities than
would be achieved by the simple transfer of the whole of Hulland ward to the
Wirksworth Division.
Although this leaves the Ashbourne division over the county average (9% on
a 64 member council and 10% on a 65 member council) the population
figures in this area are projected to grow at a slower rate than other districts
so that the variance from the county average in the Ashbourne division will
drop from 17% above the average in 2011 to only 14% above by 2017 on the
current boundaries. This is a faster pace of decline than any other division in
this district council area. In the absence of any evidence to the contrary the
Commission cannot assume that this rate of relative decline will change, if
anything it might be wise to assume that it will continue, so that over time the
rate of variance is likely to narrow.

2.

Dovedale division

The current Dovedale division will also see a relative decline in its variance
from the county average from 1% over in 2011 to 1% under on the 2017
projected figures. In isolation, this division could remain unaltered, however,
as a consequence of the changes we propose for the Ashbourne division our
proposals involve change to this division as well. Unusually, however,
DCCLG propose splitting the Carsington Water ward and transferring the
polling districts MBD,MKN,MAT & MHG from the Wirksworth division to the
Dovedale division. These communities look towards the town of Ashbourne as
their main shopping, leisure and employment centre and the main road and
public transport links are with Ashbourne. Their links with the town of
Wirksworth are less strong and, therefore, whilst this proposal impacts on the
coterminosity of district wards with county divisions it does better reflect the
identities and interest of the communities involved.
However, in order to secure greater equality of representation it is proposed
to transfer the three polling districts (WGR, WEL & WWI) in the Winster and
Darley district council ward that are currently part of the Dovedale division into
the Wirksworth division. These three communities are parishes in their own
right and look towards the Darley Dale and Matlock area as their main centres
for shopping, leisure and employment and have little interest or affinity with
the town of Ashbourne. However, their inclusion in either the Darley Dale or
Matlock division would have a detrimental impact on the equality of
representation and explains why the district council ward was split during a
previous review. These communities have better road links via the B5056 with
the community of Wirksworth than with the town of Ashbourne and so it
creates a more coherent division if they were to be linked with Wirksworth.
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3.

Wirksworth division

DCCLG recognise that in order to secure greater equality of representation it
is necessary for the Wirksworth division to increase in size. For the reasons
detailed previously we believe that this is best achieved by transferring:
a) The polling districts LCA, LBI & LKI from the Hulland ward in the Ashbourne
division to the Wirksworth division. These three polling districts are parishes in
their own right. They are closer to Wirksworth than to the town of Ashbourne
and whilst we have generally tried to avoid splitting wards we believe that it is
justifiable in this case.
b) The polling districts WGR, WEL & WWI from the Winster and South Darley
ward in the Dovedale division to the Wirksworth division. These three polling
districts are parishes in their own right and have no affinity with the Ashbourne
area. They have better road links with the Wirksworth area than with
Ashbourne and the proposal secures better electoral equality. These
communities have strong links with the Masson villages, particularly Bonsall,
which are part of the Wirksworth division. They also form part of Wirksworth C
of E Team Ministry.
c) The polling districts of MBD,MKN, MAT & MHG from the Wirksworth division
to the Dovedale division. These four polling districts are parishes in their own
right. They are closer to Ashbourne than to Wirksworth and look towards that
town as their main centre for shopping, leisure and employment.
As far as the remaining three divisions in the Derbyshire Dales district are concerned
we would propose leaving their current boundaries unaltered.

Proposed
Division
Ashbourne

Proposal

Ashbourne south ward,
Clifton & Bradley ward,
Brailsford ward,
Norbury ward,
Doveridge & Sudbury
ward,
Hulland ward –part
(polling districts LHU &
LHW)
Bakewell
Support county council
proposal
Derwent Valley Support county council
proposal

Electorate
2017
10,586

Variance
64
members
9%

Variance
65
members
10%

10,375

6%

8%

9,855

1%

3%
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Dovedale

Matlock
Wirksworth

Tideswell ward,
9,529
Hartington & Taddington
ward, Lathkill & Bradford
ward, Dovedale &
Parwich ward,
Ashbourne North ward &
Carsington Water wardpart (polling districts
MBD, MKN, MAT, &
MHG)
Support county council
9,856
proposal
Masson ward,
9,532
Wirksworth ward,
Winster & Darley wardpart (polling districts
WGR, WEL & WWI),
Carsington ward –part
(polling districts MAL,
MIG, MBA, MBS, MIB,
MHP & MCA), and
Hulland ward –part
(polling districts LCA,
LBI & LKI)

-2%

-1%

1%

3%

-2%

-1%
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Erewash

With a projected population in 2017 of 87,404 the Erewash Borough Council area
justifies retaining 9 members.
The borough has two large population centres, Ilkeston in the north and Long Eaton
in the south and each has three divisions. The remaining three are more rural in
nature, linking the two urban areas with the Derby City boundary. Ilkeston and Long
Eaton are unparished unlike the three rural divisions.
It is the view of the DCCLG that the 2000 boundary review created divisions that
fairly reflected the communities within the borough. However, we recognise that by
2017 four of those divisions will vary from the county average by more than 10% and
that this is unsustainable in the absence of any compelling reason based on the
statutory criteria to the contrary.
In making our proposals we start from the Commission’s aim of creating boundaries
that are clear and long lasting taking account of parishes. Give that the current
boundaries have only been in place since 2005 we are of the opinion that this review
should not be seen as an opportunity for wholesale redrawing of the existing
boundaries. Consequently, our proposals involve minor changes to the existing
boundaries, designed to rectify the current imbalance, securing greater equality of
representation whilst leaving divisions that reflect the identities and interests of the
local communities. However, we recognise that equality of representation is not
possible without impacting on the coterminosity of borough ward and county
divisions.

Proposals

The three divisions covering the Ilkeston area are:
1) Cotmanhay
2) Ilkeston
3) Kirk Hallam
The projected combined electorate for these three divisions in 2017 is 29,861.
However, whilst the Ilkeston division will be close to the county average the
Cotmanhay division will exceed the average by 13% in 2017 were the authority to
remain as 64 members.
The adjoining division to the west, Breadsall & West Hallam, will however, be under
represented by the same percentage by 2017.
Our proposals, therefore, involve keeping these divisions largely intact but making
minor boundary changes so as to ensure greater equality of representation whilst still
producing divisions that reflect the identities and interests of the local communities.
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We recognise, however, that this does have an impact on securing effective and
convenient local government.
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1. Breadsall and West Hallam division
This is a large rural division to the west of Ilkeston that stretches to the Derby
City boarder. Currently, the RA Dale Abbey ward which forms part of this
division is split allowing the whole of Dale Abbey parish to be included in the
Kirk Hallam division. Our proposal involves uniting the whole of Dale Abbey
ward and including it in this division. Whilst this will have the effect of splitting
Dale Abbey parish between two divisions this is compensated for by uniting
the borough ward and does not require any further warding. It keeps the
nature of this division unchanged leaving it as a rural area with strong links to
both Ilkeston and Derby City.
In terms of equality of electorate this proposal produces a division of 8,780
electors. With a 64 member authority this would be 10% smaller than the
county average whilst with a 65 member authority that figure drops to 8.5%

2. Ilkeston North (formerly Cotmanhay) division
Currently, this division comprises of the 3 borough council wards of
Cotmanhay, Ilkeston North and Abbotsford and, by 2017, will have an
electorate of 11,010, substantially above the county average. The two wards
sit either side of the main A6007 Heanor Road and we would propose the
retention of this division. However, the DCCLG acknowledge that without a
compelling reason to the contrary it will be necessary to reduce the size of this
division and, therefore, we would propose the transfer of the Bowes Well
Road estate from polling district AA of the Abbotsford ward into the current
Ilkeston division. This is a distinct estate in its own right and is comprised
predominantly of social housing, unlike the remaining estates in the
Abbotsford ward which are privately owned. Access to the estate is off the
A6007. Whilst this proposal involves splitting a borough council ward it would
have no impact on community identity.
The resulting division, which we would propose renaming Ilkeston North
division so as to better reflect the communities within it and would have an
electorate of 9,686 which would be close to the county average with either a
64 or 65 member authority.
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3. Ilkeston Central (formerly Ilkeston) division
The current division comprises the borough council wards of Ilkeston Central.
Old Park and Little Hallam ward and covers the central area of the town. The
addition of 1,324 electors from the current Cotmanhay division would leave
the identity and interests of this division unaltered. However, the new division
would be too large and we would, therefore, propose that polling district IB of
the Little Hallam ward is transferred to the current Kirk Hallam division. Polling
district IB is a distinct estate in its own right bounded to the north by the A609
Derby Road and to the east by the A6007 which leads into the existing Kirk
Hallam division and so its transfer would have no impact on the interests or
identity of the communities involved and would create a coherent division with
clear boundaries.
The resulting Ilkeston division would have 9,998 electors. With a 64 member
authority this would be 2.5% above the county average and 4% above in a 65
member council

4. Ilkeston South (formerly Kirk Hallam) division
It is the view of the DCCLG that the 2005 boundaries produce a coherent
division, fairly reflecting the communities in this locality. It links together the
southern part of Ilkeston with the large housing estate of Kirk Hallam which
sits either side of the A6096, the main east/west road into south Ilkeston. In
particular, it is our view that Kirk Hallam is an identifiable community (with its
own shops, pubs, community hall, church and primary schools) and should be
kept together within one electoral division.
However, we would propose the transfer of the 264 electors living in rural
polling district RA at the extreme west of this division to the Breadsall and
West Hallam division. We acknowledge that this results in the splitting of Dale
Abbey parish between two electoral divisions and we have considered the
potential for transferring the whole of the parish area to Breadsall and West
Hallam. However, such a proposal would result in this division being too small
and, given that the Dale Abbey parish is current split between two borough
wards, transferring just polling district RA would result in the reunification of a
borough ward that is currently split by the existing county electoral
arrangements. On balance we believe, this proposal is the better option and
that the effect on effective and efficient local government in the area would be
minimal.
To compensate for the loss of polling district RA and secure greater equality
of representation we would propose the transfer of polling district IB into this
division from the current Ilkeston division. This polling district is a distinct
estate in its own right and sits on the A6096 which leads into Kirk Hallam. It
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would also result in theA609 proving a clear boundary between this division
and the neighbouring Ilkeston division.
The division’s 9,915 electors would produce a division that is 2% larger than
the 2017 county with a 64 member authority and 3% larger with a 65 member
authority.
We would propose that this division is renamed Ilkeston South to better reflect
the communities and locality.

The Long Eaton area of the borough also has three electoral divisions:

5.
6.
7.

Long Eaton
Petersham
Sawley

The area is a distinct community with its own interests and identity. The Long
Eaton division is close to the county average and we would propose leaving
this division unchanged. The Petersham division is on the small side and so
we propose making a minor adjustment with the Sawley division so as to
secure greater equality of representation but otherwise we believe that the
boundaries created as a result of the last review fairly reflect the statutory
criteria and should be left unaltered.

5. Long Eaton division

The DCCLG would propose the retention of the current boundaries for this
division. It is a strong, coherent division that secures effective local
government and reflects the identity and interests of the local community
bringing together as it does all of the area between the borough boundary and
the B6540 which provides a clear and identifiable boundary.
The 9,791 electors in this division leave it close to the county average.

6. Petersham division

The current Petersham division is projected to be 12% smaller than the
county average in 2017 with a 64 member authority and 10.8% smaller were
the Commission to adopt our proposal of a 65 member authority. If the
Commission were to adopt our proposals for the size of the council this
division will be close to the acceptable variance limit but we recognise that the
Commission may still wish to secure greater equality of representation in view
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of the larger variance in the neighbouring division of Sawley. Should this be
the case we would propose the transfer of 839 electors from polling district
OAb and 17 electors in polling district OBb in the Sawley division to the
Petersham division. We acknowledge that this will impact on effective and
convenient local government by splitting a ward. The community involved is a
distinct estate at the north western corner of the Sawley division. Access to it
is from the B6002 which is the main road linking the two divisions and the
communities share a common identity and interest and a clear, fixed
boundary.
The resulting division with 9,415 electors would be 3% smaller than the
county average in a 64 member authority and 2% smaller in a 65 member
authority.

7. Sawley division
The current Sawley division is projected to be 11% larger than the county
average in 2017 in a 64 member authority and 13% larger with a 65 member
authority.
The DCCLG would propose the transfer of 856 electors from this division as
detailed in our proposal for the Petersham division. This proposal not only
involves minimal change to the existing boundaries but also produces a more
coherent division that better reflects the local community.
With 9,983 electors this division would be 2% bigger than the average division
in a 64 member authority and 4% bigger in a 65 member authority.
8. Sandiacre division
The DCCLG would endorse the County Council proposal that this division is
retained with its current boundaries.
9. Breaston division
The DCCLG would endorse the County Council proposal that this division is
retained with its current boundaries.
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Comments on the County Council proposal

1. Breadsall and West Hallam
We support the County Council proposal to transfer polling district RA to this
division but oppose the transfer of polling districts GB and FB. Whist we see
the merit of transferring the whole Parish of Dale Abbey it results in the
splitting of the Kirk Hallam borough ward into three separate divisions with the
resulting impact that this has on efficient and effective local government. We
note that polling districts GB and FB are more urban in nature than the rest of
the parish. Indeed, they are continuations of the much larger Kirk Hallam
housing estate and only accessible via the estate roads of that community.
(Residents of these two polling districts use the Kirk Hallam shops, church,
pubs, community hall and primary school). They do, therefore, share a strong
interest with the Kirk Hallam community and would be better served by being
within the same division.
The County Council proposals involve a radical redrawing of the boundaries
of the three Ilkeston divisions. The current boundaries were only agreed by
the Commission as part of its 2000 review. It is our opinion that those
boundaries fairly reflect the interests and identity of the local community and
that the County Council proposals are designed to secure electoral outcomes
rather than comply with the statutory criteria.

2. Ilkeston East
3. Ilkeston West
4. Ilkeston South
Superficially, an east/west split of Ilkeston may appear to have merit.
However, it has the effect of splitting the northern housing estates and linking
them with the urban town centre. It is our view that the Ilkeston town centre is
best served by being united within one division and that by splitting it between
two divisions the County Council proposal does little to reflect the identity and
interest of that community. In addition, there is little shared identity between
the Abbotsford community in the north of the proposed west division and the
Little Hallam community in its extreme south. Similarly in the proposed east
division where there is little shared interest other than being part of Ilkeston
between the northern Cotmanhay estate and the estates in the southern part
of this division whilst the boundary between the proposed Ilkeston East
division and South division lacks clarity.
The proposed Ilkeston South division has the effect of splitting the Kirk Hallam
community between two divisions. Kirk Hallam is a community in its own right
and splitting it in this way creates divisions that fail to reflect the interests and
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identity of this community and denies Kirk Hallam a single community leader.
It also results in the Dale Abbey parish being split between two different
divisions and the separation of polling district FB from the Kirk Hallam polling
district FA makes little sense at all. This proposal also means that polling
districts GA and GB in the Ilkeston South division would be separated from
the rest of that division with vehicular access only possible via the proposed
Ilkeston West division.
For these reasons it is the view of the DCCLG that these three divisions lack
coherence failing as they do to meet the statutory criteria of securing effective
and efficient local government and reflecting the interests and identities of the
local communities.

5. Long Eaton division
The County Council proposal for this division is the same as our own and we
would support them.

6. Petersham division
7. Sawley division
The County Council proposals for these two divisions are similar to our own
and to that extent we would support the County Council proposal. The
County Council’s proposal to transfer the 1,378 in polling districts OBa and
OBb from Sawley to Petersham creates a clear boundary by following the line
of the B6002. However, the communities involved are separated from the rest
of the Petersham division by open fields and clearly have more in common
with polling districts OAa and OAb, (using the same local shops, pubs,
churches, community hall and primary school), than they have with the
communities north of the A6005. The resulting divisions are not as coherent
as they could be, failing to reflect the identities and interests of the
communities involved to the same extent as our own proposals.

8. Sandiacre division
9. Breaston division
These two proposals are the same as our own and we support the County
Council proposals.
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Proposals
Proposed
division
Breadsall &
West Hallam

Proposal

Current
division plus
polling district
RA
Breaston
Current
division
Ilkeston North
Current
division less
part polling
district AA
Ilkeston
Current
division plus
part polling
district AA
less polling
district IB
Ilkeston
Current
South
division plus
polling district
IB less
polling district
RA
Long Eaton
Current
division
Petersham
Current
division plus
polling
districts OAb
& OBb
Sandiacre
Current
division
Sawley
Current
division less
polling district
OAb & OBb

Electorate
2017
8,780

Variance
Variance
64 member 65 member
council
council
10%
9%

10,343

6%

8%

9,686

0%

-1%

9,998

3%

4%

9,915

2%

3%

9,791

0%

2%

9,415

-3%

--2%

9,493

-3%

-1%

9,983

2%

4%
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High Peak

With a population of 74,835 the High Peak district area justifies the retention of 8
members. A number of the divisions within this district underwent substantial
change following the last boundary review undertaken by the Commission in 2005
and have only been in existence in their current form for 8 years. It is the view of the
Derbyshire County Council Labour Group that the earlier review produced divisions
that fairly reflected the identities and interests of local communities and that any
changes that are made following this current review should be kept to a minimum.
However, the Derbyshire County Council Labour Group recognise that there have
been changes in the distribution of the electorate since the last review and that the
boundaries of the Whaley Bridge division in particular may have to be redrawn to
secure greater equality of representation.
There is a large degree of agreement between ourselves and the County Council on
the boundaries in this district council area and we support the county council
proposals for the following 6 divisions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Chapel and Hope Valley
Whaley Bridge
New Mills
Glossop South
Glossop North and Rural

6. Etherow division
Whilst we would support the county council’s proposed boundaries for this
division we would propose a renaming of this division to Glossop West on the
grounds that this best reflects the identity of the division and has greater
meaning to the community.
We oppose the county council proposals for the two Buxton divisions and
make the following alternative proposals and comment:

7. Buxton North and East division
Derbyshire County Council Labour Group would support the retention of this
division with its current boundaries. The size of the electorate of the division
is close to the county average and is comprised of the town of Buxton. Its
boundaries are coterminous with its constituent borough council wards.
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The county council proposal to transfer the single polling district of BU4 (184
electors) splits both a parish council area and a borough council ward adding
a small rural area to what is otherwise an urban division.
The effect of this proposed change in achieving greater electoral equality is
minimal and substantially outweighed by its detrimental impact on effective
and convenient local government and fails to reflect the identities and
interests of the community involved. It is the view of the Derbyshire County
Council Labour Group that this proposed change has more to do with
securing electoral outcomes than with applying the statutory criteria.
8. Buxton West division
This division is comprised of the remaining wards of the town of Buxton
together with the rural area to its west and south. The Derbyshire County
Council Labour Group would support the retention of this division with its
current boundaries and opposes the proposal of the county council to transfer
polling district BU4 to the Buxton North & East division.
By 2017 the projected population of this division will only be 5% or 7% above
the county average depending upon whether the Commission accepts our
proposal to have a 65 member authority, well within acceptable tolerance
levels and, therefore, there is no pressing need to change the size of this
division to secure greater equality of representation.
By keeping all of the rural areas outside of the boundaries of Buxton within
one division it achieves a degree of shared interests and identity. It also
means the boundaries of the division are coterminous with the borough ward
and parish boundaries thereby helping secure efficient and convenient local
government.
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Proposed
Division

Proposal

Electorate
2017

Variance 64
members

Variance
65
members

Buxton North
& East

Buxton West

Chapel &
Hope Valley

Glossop
West

Glossop
South

New Mills

Whaley
Bridge

Retain
existing
division
boundaries
Retain
existing
division
boundaries
Support
county
council
proposal
Support
county
council
proposal but
rename
division
Support
county
council
proposal
Support
county
council
proposal

9,494

-2.6%

1%

10,244

5%

7%

9,514

-2%

0%

8,777

-10%

9%

9,004

-8%

6%

10,201

5%

6%

Support
county
council
proposal

8,608

-12%

-10%
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North East Derbyshire

The North East Derbyshire District area of Derbyshire County Council has an
electorate of 78,739 and its 9 members give an average division of 8,749. This
compares to the current Derbyshire average in 2011 of 9,414, a difference of 665
electors per division or 7%. Based on the current electorate NED is entitled to 8.3
members.
The projected figures for 2017 show an electorate for the district of 80,636, an
increase of 1,897. Based on these projected electorate figures NED is entitled to 8.2
members.
If NED were to retain 9 members and the council size increased from 64 to 65
members this would reduce the county average electorate to 9,601 giving an
average difference of 852 per division or 9%. However, much of this imbalance is
contained in the Killamarsh division.
However, if the number of members in NED were reduced to 8 then, on the 2017
projections, this would give an average electorate of 10,079 some 328 electors or
3% above the county average.
There would, therefore, appear to be a prima facie case for reducing the number of
divisions in this district. However, it is the contention of the DCCLG that any such
reduction makes it impossible to then create divisions that both reflect community
identity and interest and secure effective and efficient local government.
It is, therefore, our view that there are strong grounds for retaining 9 divisions within
this district.
Balancing the statutory criteria
If the only criterion was securing equality of representation NED would be entitled to
8 members under the current review. However, the shape, size and make up of NED
make the drafting of boundaries that secure an equality of representation whilst
reflecting local community identity and interests and securing effective and
convenient local government difficult.
1) Geographical shape of the district
The NED area is a “C” shape around the town of Chesterfield. This shape
limits the options available when creating meaningful electoral divisions that
also maintain a high degree of coterminosity with district council wards.
2) Community identity
Most of the population in the district live in small and medium size villages
with the exception of the large conurbation of Dronfield in the north west
corner which accounts for 22% of the district electorate. Parishes and district
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council wards in the district are based on these villages which are recognised
as identifiable communities.
The north eastern and south eastern areas of the district are former mining
villages. All are parished and many of the parish and district wards are coterminous although the 3 largest of these communities, Clay Cross, Eckington
and Killamarsh, whilst having their own parish council, are warded for district
and parish purposes. These parish and district wards are, however,
coterminous.
With the exception of the two parishes mentioned in paragraph 3 below,
whole parishes have then formed the basis of each electoral division so as to
keep communities together and avoid splitting a parish area between different
county divisions.
The northern and southern ends of the district are joined by a largely rural
strip of land that circles the western edge of Chesterfield. Apart from the large
housing estate in Wingerworth it is a rural area with several small villages and
hamlets. These have then been joined together to form the district council
wards of Barlow & Holmesfield, Brampton & Walton and Wingerworth which in
turn formed a single county electoral division.
3) Existing parish and district wards
All of NED is parished. The district council elects its members on a 4 yearly
cycle and district wards have either 1, 2 or 3 councillors. This variation in ward
size and the geographical location of each ward makes using existing district
council wards and/or parishes to construct new county divisions, and thereby
maintaining a high degree of coterminosity, difficult.
Two parishes in NED, Wingerworth and North Wingfield, were warded during
the last district council boundary review and those parish wards were split
between different district council wards. Further warding of these two parishes
would, therefore, be complex. In addition, there is some evidence to suggest
that this warding of these parishes has had an effect on the effectiveness of
local government in these areas:
a) Wingerworth Parish was warded as part of the last district council
boundary review. The substantive part, Wingerworth ward, is coterminous
with the Wingerworth district council ward. However, 3 smaller, single seat
parish wards were created, Woodthorpe which was included in the Clay
Cross North district ward, Hardwick which was included in the Brampton
and Walton district ward and Adlington which was included in the Tupton
district ward. Finding candidates to contest these ward proved difficult in
the May 2011 election. In the Adlington ward only one candidate stood for
election in the May 2011 local council election whilst in both of the other
two wards no candidate at all contested the election.
b) North Wingfield Parish was warded as part of the last district council
boundary review. The substantive part, North Wingfield West parish ward
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is co-terminous with the North Wingfield Central district council ward and
has an electorate of 4,526. The smaller, North Wingfield East ward, with
an electorate of 636, was included in the Holmewood & Heath district
ward. Results from the May 2011 local council election suggest that this
warding arrangement may have impacted on voter turn-out. Voter turn-out
in the larger, North Wingfield West ward was 38.89% compared to a voter
turn-out of 27.87% in the smaller North Wingfield East Parish ward. Voter
turn-out in the Holmewood and Heath district ward, which includes the
North Wingfield East Parish ward, was 34.7% suggesting a higher voter
turn-out amongst those electors in the ward who did not live in the North
Wingfield Parish ward.
Voter turn-out in the former mining communities of NED is traditionally lower than the
district average. The Dronfield and Wingerworth areas for example had voter
turnouts close to 50% in the May 2011 elections, some 10% higher than in most of
the former mining areas. Further sub-warding of existing parishes and the splitting of
locally recognised communities to create artificial county divisions will only add to the
electorates’ confusion and risks reducing voter turn-out in those areas.
The splitting of communities to create new divisions may also have an impact on the
campaigning activities of candidates and parties. Combining communities that have
little or no community identity or interest pushes up election costs for candidates
should they try to make their campaigns relevant to the communities they wish to
represent by addressing issues that affect voters in each community. In addition,
there is a risk that the smaller communities within a division are ignored as
candidate’s priorities their limited campaigning time and effort on the larger
community that make up the division and where the outcome of any election will be
determined. There is, therefore, a risk of part of the electorate feeling alienated and
uninvolved in the democratic process.
4.

Population distribution
The population of the district is not evenly distributed around the district area.
The geography of NED means that any loss of a seat in NED would have to
occur in the southern half of the district and yet it is the southern half of NED
that faces the biggest population growth not only in the period up to 2017 but
also in the years thereafter. A major reorganisation in this southern half of
NED may, therefore, prove to be temporary, requiring a substantial redrawing
of the boundaries at a subsequent review. Constant changing of boundaries
risks causing confusion and alienation from the democratic process.
Proposal

For these reasons it is the view of the DCCLG that NED should retain 9 county
divisions. It is the view of the DCCLG that 5 of these divisions should be based on
the existing divisions that reflect local community identities and interests whilst
ensuring effective and convenient local government.
In the case of the other four divisions it is the view of the DCCLG that the following
minor changes in the boundaries should be considered:
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(a) Dronfield North and Dronfield South divisions
The transfer of polling district IB from the Dronfield North division to the
Dronfield South division; and
(b) Clay Cross and Stonebroom & Pilsley divisions
The transfer of polling district AB from the Clay Cross division to the
Stonebroom division.
Whilst this sacrifices an element of coterminosity it achieves greater electoral
equality without any sacrifice in community interest or identity.
Evidence of Community identity and interest

1.

Killamarsh division

The current Killamarsh division is coterminous with the Killamarsh parish
council area and the Killamarsh East & Killamarsh West district council
wards.
It lies at the north eastern corner of the NED area. The parish boundary forms
the county boundary with Sheffield and Rotherham and district council
boundary with Bolsover. The number of electors can only be increased by
taking in the neighbouring parish of Eckington. However, the two communities
of Killamarsh and Eckington are separated by open fields and the only direct
road is via an unclassified country lane.
Killamarsh is a distinct, identifiable village with its own parish council, parish
church and primary schools. It has its own central shopping centre, leisure
centre and community hall and the majority of Killamarsh residents do not
travel to Eckington for any of these services.
Highway and transport links are primarily to Sheffield or to Rotherham. There
is no major road link to the neighbouring parts of NED and little connection or
interaction between Killamarsh and Eckington and even less with Renishaw.
Killamarsh has its own library, youth club and Children’s Centre which are not
used by people in Renishaw or Eckington. Both communities are recognised
by the district council and police as needing their own neighbourhood
partnership and local policy area.
2.

Eckington division

The current Eckington division is coterminous with the Parish of Eckington
and the four district council wards of Eckington North & South, Renishaw and
Ridgeway and Marsh Lane. The parish of Eckington has always been united
within the same electoral division.
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The main population centre of Eckington has its own shopping and leisure
centre, community hall, library and parish church. The main road and
transport links from the outlying communities of Renishaw, Ridgeway and
Marsh Lane lead into Eckington where the village centre, including
supermarket and other shops, leisure centre, library, parish church and main
community hall, is located. There are strong family ties between all of the
communities within the parish area and they tend to look towards Sheffield as
the main urban centre. The parish area forms a neighbourhood policing area
and a district council neighbourhood partnership area.
3.

Clay Cross division

The current Clay Cross Division is comprised of and coterminous with the
three district council wards of Clay Cross North, Clay Cross South and
Ashover. It is also coterminous with the parish council areas of Ashover and
Clay Cross but also has the Woodthorpe ward of Wingerworth parish which
was included in the Clay Cross North ward following the last boundary review.
Clay Cross parish is the largest community in the south of the district. It has
its own parish council, primary schools, parish church, shopping centre, social
centre, library and leisure centre. It is a distinct, identifiable community, a
former mining and manufacturing community with a long history and has
always been united within the same county division.
Ashover ward lies to the west of Clay Cross and is a collection of small, rural
hamlets. Whilst very different in character from Clay Cross one of the main
access routes to Ashover is via Clay Cross. Ashover residents use the
shopping, recreation and community facilities in Clay Cross. Primary schools
from both communities feed into the same secondary school. There is a direct
public transport link between the two communities and the road links from
quarries located in Ashover lead to Clay Cross causing shared highways
issues.
The Clay Cross division (Clay Cross North district council ward) includes one
of two strategic housing sites in the NEDDC area (see appendix A). Outline
planning permission was granted in 2010 for the building of 980 dwelling on
this site with approximately up to 400 of those having been built by 2017 and
so whilst the County Council projection takes into account some of this
population growth it fails to give a true picture of the long term population
growth in this division.
In order to achieve greater equality of representation the Commission may
wish to transfer polling district AB from the Ashover ward in the Clay Cross
division to the Stonebroom and Pilsley division. Polling district AB is a
sparsely populated rural area undistinguishable in character and interest from
the neighbouring VA polling district. While such a change would reduce the
element of coterminosity it would assist in achieving greater equality of
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representation but we acknowledge that this is a finely balanced argument.
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4.

North Wingfield & Tupton division

The current North Wingfield & Tupton division is composed of the parish
council area of North Wingfield and the district council ward of Tupton.
Although separate communities the two villages of North Wingfield and
Tupton have been joined in the same division for over 40 years. They are
both ex-mining communities with similar levels of deprivation and strong
family ties. Indeed, part of the existing North Wingfield Central ward was
formally part of the Tupton ward until an earlier review.
Whilst both communities have their own parish council the two councils have
a long history of working closely with each other and have previously shared
staff and funded a joint police community support officer.
The supermarket in North Wingfield serves both communities whilst the
Hepthorne Lane newsagent in North Wingfield serves both villages.
Playgrounds in each village are used by children from both communities. The
older peoples groups are held on separate week days in each village to allow
for use by people from both communities. The local youth groups draw their
membership from both villages.
Both villages have their own parish church but share a rector, they have their
own primary school but feed into the same secondary school. Both have
north-south transport links and look towards Chesterfield for their main
services. They share a common neighbourhood policing area and have been
joined together by the district council into the same neighbourhood area. They
share a similar belief in being different from and not part of the neighbouring
larger community of Clay Cross.
The Tupton NEDDC ward contains the second strategic site in NEDDC for
housing development (see appendix A attached). The former Avenue site is
currently subject to remediation work undertaken on behalf of the former
Government Office of the East Midlands. The site has been identified by the
planning authority as the location of 1,100 properties although the first
planning application is not expected until the completion of the remediation
work in 2013. Consequently, the site does not feature in the projected 2017
electorate figures produced by DCC but the Local Planning Authority is of the
opinion that between 200 and 300 homes are likely to have been constructed
on this site by 2017. It is likely, therefore, that the current electoral imbalance
in this ward will be rectified by 2017.
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5.

Pilsley & Stonebroom division
This division is coterminous with the two district council wards of Pilsley &
Morton and Shirland as well as the parish councils of Pilsley, Morton, Stretton,
Brackenfield, Shirland & Higham and Wesssington.
Although in its current form this division has only existed since the last
boundary review the bulk of the parishes within this division were linked
previously for county council purposes.
The majority of the parishes within this division are former mining
communities. Whilst there is little common identity amongst them they share a
common interest that can be served by having the same elected member.
In the extreme south of the district council area residents here look outside of
the district and away from Chesterfield for many of their services, unlike the
other parish areas in the other divisions in the southern part of the district
area. The communities in this division share similar levels of deprivation and
community isolation, similar transport and highway issues and are joined in
the same neighbourhood policing area. They also share the same interest in
being different from and not part of the larger community of Clay Cross to the
north.
However, in order to achieve a greater equality of representation it may be
appropriate to transfer the small polling district AB from the Ashover ward
within the Clay Cross division to the Stonebroom and Pilsley division. We
recognise, however, that this would reduce the level of coterminosity of district
wards and parish council areas were this to take place.

6.

Sutton division
This division is coterminous with the district wards of Calow and Grassmoor
and the parish area of Holmewood & Heath. In addition to the Homewood &
Heath Parish Council this division is coterminous with the parishes of Calow,
Grassmoor, Hasland & Winsick and Temple Normanton. Apart from the
addition of 600 electors in 2005 this division has existed in its current form for
over 30 years.
All 3 of the wards that comprise this division contain a large village sited along
a main road together with small hamlets and population centres joined
together by farmed areas. They are all former mining communities with similar
levels of deprivation and have common highway and transport issues.
The geography of the district means that the Calow ward must be joined to at
least one of the other two wards within this division. All 3 wards share a
common boundary and the only main road link between the Calow ward and
the Holmewood & Heath ward is via the Grassmoor ward.
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All 3 communities are joined together into a neighbourhood policing area and
the NEDDC neighbourhood partnership area. They tend to face towards
Chesterfield for their main services and their road and transport links reflect
that fact.
The large geographical size of these wards and the legacy of their former
mining history mean that all 3 wards have experienced similar strategic
planning issues around open casting and waste disposal.
7.

Holymoorside and Wingerworth division
The present Holymoorside and Wingerworth seats join the northern half of the
district with the southern half, circling the western boundary of Chesterfield.
Predominantly rural, it includes the large housing estate that is at the heart of
the Wingerworth ward. Coterminous with the district wards of Barlow &
Holmesfield, Brampton & Walton and Wingerworth it is also coterminous with
the parish boundaries of Barlow, Holmesfield, Brampton and Holymoorside &
Walton but not with the parish of Wingerworth.
All of the communities within this division look towards Chesterfield for their
services and whilst not sharing a common identity they do share common
interests based on their rural nature. They are all relatively prosperous areas
with little deprivation. They have similar transport and highway issues and
similar policing issues.
The geographical shape of the district makes combination of some of these
wards inevitable.

8 & 9. Dronfield North & Dronfield South division
The Dronfield conurbation is by far the largest population centre in the NED
area. The current Dronfield North and Dronfield South split in this community
has existed, subject to minor changes, since 1981 when the town used to be
a 2 seat division. Both divisions are coterminous with the district council wards
that act as their building blocks. The two wards of Coal Aston and Dronfield
North must be combined because of their geographical location and any
division boundary that splits the Dronfield area by including some of the town
in the Eckington division would make little sense.
The community of Unstone has been linked to the Dronfield North wards
during all this time. A separate parish, the main community of Unstone sits
aside the B6057 which leads into Dronfield. All links from Unstone and
Apperknowle, the other main community within the Unstone parish, are with
Dronfield. Children attending primary schools in Unstone transfer to the
Dronfield School for their secondary education. Bus and road links are with
Dronfield, the two parishes share a Joint Burial Committee and residents of
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Unstone parish travel to Dronfield for their shopping and leisure facilities and
for GP and dental services. None of the main communities within the Unstone
Parish have any links with the neighbouring Parish of Eckington, a fact
recognised by the Commission following in its previous review undertaken in
2000 (page 46, para 149) following a visit to the area. That lack of community
interest and identity between Unstone and Eckington has, if anything, grown
over the years with the withdrawal of any public transport links between the
two communities. Were Unstone to be transferred to the Eckington division
the member elected to represent these communities would, as a result, have
a difficult task, trying to represent communities which have nothing in
common. There would be a danger in such circumstances of residents in the
Unstone Parish feeling alienated from the democratic process.
One minor amendment the Commission may wish to consider in order to
achieve greater electoral equality is the transfer of polling district IB from the
Dronfield Woodhouse Ward in the Dronfield North division to the Dronfield
South Division. This polling district was, until the last boundary review, part of
the Dronfield South division and the properties within this district are part of
the same Gosforth Valley housing estate that makes up the Gosforth Valley
ward. It sits naturally within the Gosforth Valley area and its transfer as part of
the 2000 review was purely based on numbers. However whilst such a
change would help achieve greater equality of representation and would, if
anything strengthen community interests and identity within that area, it would
have the consequence breaking coterminosity of district council wards.

Comments on the Derbyshire County Council proposal
It is the view of the DCCLG that the County Council proposal fails to take account of
the statutory criteria and relies purely on creating seats of an equal size. Little, if any
consideration has been given to community identity and interest or efficient and
effective government and representation. Indeed, recognised communities are
artificially split, often into handkerchief size areas, which are linked with other
communities with which they have little or no natural connection or affinity.
Every one of the divisions lacks coterminosity with district council wards. These
proposals split 6 parishes between different divisions (Eckington Parish, Dronfield
Parish, Wingerworth Parish, Clay Cross Parish, North Wingfield Parish and
Grassmoor Parish).
They split 6 district council wards between different divisions (Eckington South,
Dronfield North, Dronfield Woodhouse, Grassmoor, North Wingfield Central, Clay
Cross North and Wingerworth). At a time when elected members are expected to be
community leaders most communities will be denied a single elected member to
represent them.
North Wingfield parish was warded during the previous boundary review.
Such lack of coterminosity between parishes and district wards will cause confusion
amongst the electorate and make efficient and effective government impossible
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1.

The new Killamarsh & Spinkhill division
This proposal splits the Parish of Eckington by linking the Renishaw ward and
part of the Eckington South ward (KC) with Killamarsh. The communities of
Killamarsh and Renishaw have little in common with no shared community
ties. Road links between the two communities is by unclassified country
roads. The inclusion of polling district KC from the Eckington South ward
makes no sense at all creating a boundary that is not easily recognised,
breaks local ties and is unlikely to be long lasting. Polling district KC is the
centre of Eckington village covering many of the community facilities used by
all of the residents of Eckington parish and has no connection or community
identity with Killamarsh. Residents from this polling district would struggle to
understand why they are linked with Killamarsh which may affect voter
turnout. The elected member for this proposed division would have a near
impossible task in trying to represent this division and be a community leader.

2.

The proposed Apperknowle division
This division ceases to be co-terminous with the Parish of Eckington. Instead,
to compensate for the loss of Renishaw ward and polling district KC, the
ward/parish of Unstone is added to the new division together with polling
districts GA & GD from Dronfield North ward. The very name of this division
reveals its lack of coherence. People in Eckington, the second largest parish
in the NEDDC area would not understand why they were not in a division
called Eckington and yet to call this division Eckington would alienate the
residents of Dronfield and Unstone.
The difficulty of linking Unstone with Eckington to create a viable county
division was recognised previously by the Commission in 2000. Indeed, the
lack of identity caused the Commission to amend its original draft proposals.
The carving out of two polling districts from Dronfield only reinforces the view
that this seat lacks any community identity. The proposal breaks local ties and
there would be no clear boundaries in this part of this division and no shared
council functions. As such, the division is unlikely to be long lasting.
Residents of Dronfield do not go to Eckington for any of their council services
or community facilities and vice versa. Residents of this part of Dronfield
North would not understand why they were linked with part of Eckington. All of
their services, community, leisure and church facilities are in Dronfield.The
elected member for this proposed division would be representing elements of
the two largest parishes in the district plus the parish of Unstone again
creating a massive work load. He or she would have little legitimacy and carry
little weight when trying to advocate the interest of the residents Dronfield
polling districts within the wider Dronfield community who risk becoming
marginalised, lacking an effective community leader.

3.

The proposed Dronfield East division
This proposal needlessly splits two district council wards (Dronfield North and
Dronfield Woodhouse) with all of the consequences that go with a lack of
coterminosity with district council wards.
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4.

The proposed Dronfield and West division
This proposal also relies on two split district council wards (Brampton &
Walton and Dronfield Woodhouse). It means that the town council area of
Dronfield is split between three divisions and links the large urban area of
Gosforth Valley & Dronfield Woodhouse with the rural communities of
Holymoorside, Brampton and Walton. Whilst there are strong ties between
Holmesfield and Barlow and the Dronfield area there are no links or shared
community identity and interests between Dronfield area and the very
southern end of this division. There is no direct road or public transport links,
no shared schools, Children’s Centre or libraries. The Dronfield area is self
contained for many of its services, it has its own shopping and leisure facilities
which are not used by residents in the Brampton and Walton ward. The
Dronfield area looks towards the city of Sheffield unlike the Brampton and
Holymoorside area where the main links are with Chesterfield. Again an
impossible task is being set for the elected member for this division and the
people in this division would have little, if any, affinity with it.

5.

The proposed Clay Cross North Division
This proposed division splits the parish of Clay Cross, the largest parish in the
south of the district, between two divisions making effective representation of
that community harder and denying it one strong voice able to speak on
behalf of the whole of the village.
It also splits the parish and NEDDC ward of Grassmoor by carving out the
polling district MC and adding it to this ward even though it is separated from
the rest of the division by open fields. Again splitting both a Parish ward and a
district council ward does little to improve effective local government, creating
boundaries which are not easily recognised and which split local communities.
The 600 or so electors of polling district MC have little shared interest or
identity with Clay Cross North looking more towards the Chesterfield area
than towards Clay Cross for their main shopping, leisure and employment.
This proposed division also includes both of the strategic housing
development sites in NEDDC making it almost inevitable that a further review
will be necessary in the future to correct a division that will substantially
exceed the accepted levels of electoral fairness.

6.

The proposed Clay Cross South Division
As well as splitting the Parish of Clay Cross this division requires the North
Wingfield Central district ward to be warded and splits the Parish Council area
between two divisions creating boundaries that are not easily recognisable
and which split local communities. North Wingfield Parish was warded during
a previous review and further warding is an unnecessary complication. Again,
under these proposals, another village in the NED ceases to have one elected
representative and community leader as arbitrary boundaries are drawn within
the parish.

7.

The proposed Sutton Division
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This division contains the remaining areas of the Grassmoor and North
Wingfield Central district council wards. The North Wingfield ward has no
common identity or shared interests with the Calow ward. Again the lack of
coterminosity of wards and parishes will have a detrimental effect on efficient
and effective local government
The elected member for this division would have to serve 4 whole parish
council areas as well as part of 2 other parishes placing a heavy time
commitment upon him or her. Children from this area would attend 4 different
secondary schools and 5 primary schools. The time commitment involved in
attempting to form effective working relationships with so many schools would
be a further challenge.
8.

The proposed Wingerworth & Shirland division
This division splits the Clay North ward by incorporating polling district CF
from that ward. There is no community interest or shared identity between the
village of Wingerworth and the community of Shirland and they have never
been joined in the same division previously. Wingerworth looks towards
Chesterfield for its leisure, shopping and employment whereas the Shirland
area looks south towards the Alfreton area. Wingerworth is a large,
prosperous housing estate, Shirland is a large, former mining community with
areas of deprivation.
Whilst both communities run alongside the A61 access between them can
only be gained by leaving the division.
Proposals

Proposed Division

Proposal

Electorate
2017

Variance
65
members

Dronfield North

Dronfield South

Clay Cross

Eckington

Holymoorside &
Wingerworth
Killamarsh

Unstone ward, Dronfield North
ward, Coal Aston ward, part
Dronfield Woodhouse ward
(IA)
Dronfield South ward, Gosforth
Valley ward, part Dronfield
Woodhouse ward (IB)
Clay Cross North ward, Clay
Cross South ward, part
Ashover ward (AA, AC, AD)
Eckington North ward,
Eckington South ward,
Renishaw ward, Ridgeway &
Marsh Lane ward
Barlow & Holmesfield ward,
Brampton & Walton ward,
Wingerworth ward
Killamarsh East ward,

9,074

-6%

9,883

3%

10,072

5%

9,384

-2%

9,191

-4%

7,436

-23%
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Killamarsh West ward
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North Wingfield &
Tupton
Stonebroom & Pilsley

Sutton ward

part Holmewood & Heath ward
(ND), North Wingfield Central
ward, Tupton ward
Pilsley & Morton ward,
Shirland ward, part Ashover
ward (AB)
Calow ward, Grassmoor ward,
part Holmewood & Heath ward
(NA, NB & NC)

8,400

-13%*

8,739

-9%

8,457

-12%

*This projection does not include the addition housing development in polling district
XC where planning applications are expected but not yet submitted and are
expected to reduce the variance by between 4% and 6% by 2017.
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South Derbyshire District
The South Derbyshire District area will have an electorate of 77,106 by 2017 based
on the projected figures. This will result in three divisions being over 20% above the
county average size for a division and a fourth being over 10% above the average.
The Derbyshire County Council Labour Group recognises that such a variation is not
sustainable and would support the allocation of an extra seat to this district.
However, the addition of this extra seat, when taken together with the revised district
council boundaries in South Derbyshire, mean that unlike the other district council
areas it has not been possible to follow our approach of proposing minimal changes
to existing boundaries that as well as securing greater equality of representation also
best reflect the identities and interests of local communities and secure effective and
convenient local government.
Instead, we are proposing substantial changes to existing boundaries. Where we
can we have endeavoured to use whole district council wards as our basic building
blocks but the size and location of some of these make it impossible to have all 8
divisions having boundaries that are coterminous with their component district
council ward boundaries. Consequently, where we have split wards we have
endeavoured to do so in a way that best takes into account the other statutory
criteria and also produces boundaries that are clear.
Proposals

1.

Aston and Stenson division
We would propose that this division comprises of the complete district Council
Wards of Aston and Stenson. The area consists of a number of communities
around the south and south eastern boundaries of the city, in some of which
there is continuous development across that boundary. They tend to look
towards Derby City for many of their services and so have shared interests.
The River Trent forms a clear boundary to the south, and the area is
coterminous with the two district council wards thereby creating a division that
secures effective and convenient local government.

2.

Melbourne and Hartshorne division
The whole of Melbourne Ward, Repton Ward (Bretby RTA and RTB, Calke
RTC, Smisby RTI and Ticknall RTJ), Midway Ward (Hartshorne MWE) and
Woodville Ward (Hartshorne WVA and WVB). The whole of Melbourne Ward
is contained in the same division, along with the Parish of Hartshorne which
was split between two wards in the recent District re-warding. The
communities of Melbourne (including Stanton-by-Bridge), Ticknall and
Hartshorne are linked by the number 61 bus route between Derby and
Swadlincote. While this division would be small (but not excessively so) this
arrangement avoids the inclusion of communities such as Newton Solney
which have negligible links with the rest of the area simply to make up
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numbers.
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3.

Overseal and Gresley division
Church Gresley Ward (polling districts CGC and CGD), Linton Ward (Castle
Gresley LTA, Cauldwell LTB, Linton LTD & LTE) and Seales Ward (Overseal
SLE). The area is linked by public transport – bus route 4 runs past Gresley
Church, through Castle Gresley, Linton and Overseal. Large parts of polling
districts CGC and CGD have the postal address “Castle Gresley” similar to
Castle Gresley parish (LTA).

4.

Swadlincote division
The whole of Swadlincote Ward and Church Gresley Ward (polling districts
CGA and CGB). The whole of Swadlincote ward is contained within a single
division which covers the central part of the Swadlincote urban area.

5.

Midway and Woodville division
The whole of Midway Ward and Woodville Ward (polling districts WVC, WVD
and WVE). The whole of Midway Ward is contained within a single division.
The areas of Woodville and Midway are linked by continuous development
along the A511 (Burton Road) and the issues of this principal road are of
common interest within the area.

6.

Newhall and Seales division
The whole of Newhall Ward, Linton Ward (Drakelow LTC, and Rosliston LTF)
and Seales Ward (Catton SLA, Coton in the Elms SLB, Lullington SLC,
Netherseal SLD and Walton-on-Trent SLF). The whole of Newhall Ward is
contained in a single division along with all of Seales Ward with the exception
of Overseal. The historic links between Stanton-by-Newhall and Newhall are
retained.

7.

Etwall and Repton division
The whole of Willington and Findern Ward (Willington WFA and Findern
WFB), Etwall Ward (Bearwardcote ETB, Burnaston ETC and ETD, Etwall
ETG and Radbourne ETI) and Repton (Repton RTG, Repton(Milton) RTH,
Newton Solney 550, Foremark RTD, and Ingleby RTE). Repton Parish
(including Milton) is retained in the same division, along with Foremark and
Ingleby where residents attend the polling station in Milton to vote. Newton
Solney is included because of its strong links with Repton – pupils from
Newton Solney Infants School attend Repton Primary School from age eight.
Pupils from these villages move on to secondary education in Etwall. Newton
Solney is also linked to Repton by the V3 bus route from Burton to Derby
which continues through Willington and Findern. Newton Solney has few
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community links with Swadlincote, and negligible links with Melbourne.
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8.

Hilton division
The whole of the Hatton and Hilton District Wards and Etwall Ward (Ash ETA,
Dalbury Lees ETE, Egginton ETF, Osleston and Thurvaston ETH and Trusley
ETJ). These parts of Etwall Ward are small communities to the north of
Hilton, and Egginton which is close to the River Dove and shares interests
with the neighbouring communities of Hilton and Hatton in flood control on the
Dove.

Comments on the County Council proposals
1.

Aston division
Somewhat perversely this proposed division includes Stanton-by-Bridge
(Melbourne Ward) and Ingleby, Foremark and Milton (Repton Ward) from the
south side of the River Trent adding approximately 500 additional electors to a
division which is already larger than the average electorate number. It also
splits Milton, which is part of the unwarded Parish of Repton, from the
remainder of Repton Parish. By crossing the river Trent this proposal fails to
achieve boundaries that are clear and fails to secure effective and convenient
local government.

2.

Melbourne & Hartshorne division
The County Council proposal splits Melbourne Ward. It also links Newton
Solney to Melbourne and Hartshorne despite there being negligible
community links between Newton Solney and these communities.

DCC proposal for the 4 southern divisions
The County Council proposal needlessly splits up 3 of the 4 three-member district
wards in the unparished urban area in a manner more attune to electoral outcomes
than to securing effective and convenient local government. This proposal also fails
to secure to maintain the community links between Stanton-by-Newhall and Newhall,
and between Castle Gresley and the southern part of Church Gresley. The proposed
Linton division would cover seven parish councils and a further parish council would
be created in Drakelow with the projected increase in that parish electorate.
Servicing this number of parish councils, more than in any other division, would
provide a heavy workload for a single county councillor.
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Proposal

Proposed
Division

1.

Aston &
Stenson
Etwall &
Repton
Hilton

10,215

Variance 64
member
council
5%

10,244

5%

7%

9,968

2%

4%

Melbourne &
Hartshorne
Midway &
Woodville
Newhall &
Seals
Overseals &
Gresley
Swadlincote

8,849

-10%

-8%

10,050

3%

5%

9,787

0%

2%

9,124

-7%

-5%

8,869

-9%

-8%

Variance 65
member
council
7%

Aston & Stenson division

Aston
Aston
Aston
Aston
Aston
Aston
Aston
Stenson
Stenson
Total

Electorate
2017

Aston on Trent
Barrow on Trent
Elvaston
Elvaston
Shardlow
Swarkestone
Weston on Trent
Stenson Fields
Twyford & Stenson

ASA
ASB
ASD
ASC
ASE
ASF
ASG
STA
STB

1396
453
983
1120
972
190
984
3192
925
10215
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2.

Etwall & Repton division

Etwall
Etwall
Etwall
Etwall
Etwall
Willington and
Findern
Willington and
Findern
Repton
Repton
Repton
Repton
Repton

Bearwardcote
Burnaston
Burnaston
Etwall
Radbourne

ETB
ETC
ETD
ETG
ETI

24
178
1002
2176
92

Findern

WFB

1882

Willington
Repton
Newton Solney
Foremark
Ingleby
Repton

WFA
RTG
RTF
RTD
RTE
RTH

2255
1785
550
50
77
173

Total

3.

10244

Hilton division

Hatton
Hatton
Hatton
Hatton
Hatton
Hatton
Hilton
Hilton
Hilton
Hilton
Hilton
Hilton
Hilton
Hilton
Etwall
Etwall
Etwall
Etwall
Etwall
Total

Hatton
Hatton
Hatton
Hatton
Hatton
Hatton
Barton Blount
Church Broughton
Foston & Scropton
Hatton
Hilton
Hoon
Marston on Dove
Sutton on the Hill
Dalbury Lees
Osleston & Thurvaston
Egginton
Trusley
Ash

HNB
HND
HNE
HNC
HNF
HNA
HLA
HLB
HLC
HLD
HLE
HLF
HLG
HLH
ETE
ETH
ETF
ETJ
ETA

555
229
193
531
235
273
57
429
482
163
5606
43
27
111
198
212
486
55
83
9,968
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4. Melbourne & Hartshorne division
Repton
Repton
Repton
Repton
Repton
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Midway
Woodville
Woodville

Bretby
Bretby
Calke
Smisby
Ticknall
Melbourne
Melbourne
Stanton by Bridge
Hartshorne
Hartshorne
Hartshorne

RTA
RTB
RTC
RTI
RTJ
MLA
MLB
MLC
MWE
WVA
WVB

Total
4.

8849

Midway & Woodville division

Midway
Midway
Midway
Midway
Woodville
Woodville
Woodville

Swadlincote(unparished)
Swadlincote(unparished)
Swadlincote(unparished)
Swadlincote(unparished)
Woodville
Woodville
Woodville

MWA
MWB
MWC
MWD
WVC
WVD
WVE

Total
5.

472
295
20
196
535
2181
1915
190
1223
890
932

898
809
1809
1708
1968
1893
965
10050

Newhall & Seales division

Seales
Seales
Seales
Seales
Seales
Newhall and
Stanton
Newhall and
Stanton
Newhall and
Stanton
Newhall and

Catton
Netherseal
Coton in the Elms
Lullington
Walton on Trent

SLA
SLD
SLB
SLC
SLF

43
756
677
105
689

Swadlincote(unparished)

NSE

465

Swadlincote(unparished)

NSA

1657

Swadlincote(unparished)
Swadlincote(unparished)

NSB
NSC

760
2180
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Stanton
Newhall and
Stanton
Linton
Linton

Swadlincote(unparished)
Rosliston
Drakelow

NSD
LTF
LTC

Total
6.

9787
Overseal & Gresley division

Linton
Linton
Linton
Linton
Seales
Church Gresley
Church Gresley

Cauldwell
Castle Gresley
Linton
Linton
Overseal
Swadlincote(unparished)
Swadlincote(unparished)

LTB
LTA
LTD
LTE
SLE
CGC
CGD

Total
7.

85
1362
1543
323
2301
1449
2061
9124

Swadlincote division

Church Gresley
Church Gresley
Swadlincote
Swadlincote
Swadlincote
Swadlincote
Swadlincote
Total

1362
529
564

Swadlincote(unparished)
Swadlincote(unparished)
Swadlincote(unparished)
Swadlincote(unparished)
Swadlincote(unparished)
Swadlincote(unparished)
Swadlincote(unparished)

CGA
CGB
SWD
SWC
SWA
SWB
SWE

1663
1060
1929
1139
1063
1097
918
8869
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Labour Group Proposals

Amber
Valley
Bolsover
Chesterfield
Derbyshire
Dales
Erewash
High Peak
NED
S.
Derbyshire
Total

Variance from county average 65 member authority
11% and
0% to 10%
-0% to -10% -10% to over
20%
1
8
1

1

4
2
4

2
5
2

6
7
2
6

3
1
4
2

39

20

Over -20%

2

2

1

4

1

County Council Proposals

Amber
Valley
Bolsover
Chesterfield
Derbyshire
Dales
Erewash
High Peak
NED
S.
Derbyshire
Total

Variance from county average 64 member authority
11% and
0% to 10%
-0% to -10% -10% to over
20%
1
6
3
1

1

3

3
2
4

2
7
2

4
2
5
2

5
5
2
6

28

32

Over -20%

1

1
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